Interest Topic Handout:
Easy as ABC—Ways to Encourage Involvement
A is for Asking for Assistance. Everyone enjoys an opportunity to be helpful, but never assume that anyone will step
up without being asked. Make it a practice to ask for help
by going to someone and telling them they are needed.
One of the reasons that people often give for not helping:
No one asked them. (Friendly)
B is for the Black Hole of Forever. Some people are
afraid that if they step up and say yes to an activity,
they’ll be pulled into that dark space called forever,
unable to step back from the assignment. Let them know
up front the amount of time the project will require. Is it a
one-time project like serving as the blue and gold banquet
chair, or a yearlong position such as pack advancement
chair? (Courteous)
C is for Communicating. Today’s world is full of technology,
and communication is easier than ever before. Discover
what method(s) of communication work best for your
group, and implement those. Be sure to use a variety of
methods so that you reach everyone. Remember to share
not only information on upcoming events but achievements too. (Helpful)
D is for Diversity. Your pack may be faced with many
types of diversity—family structure, culture, geography,
etc. Evaluate what diversity opportunities you may have,
and, as a group, develop a plan that will reach everyone.
Your pack and each individual Scout will benefit from
multifamily involvement. It makes our world a smaller
place! (Friendly)
E is for Evaluate. Periodically stop and take a look at your
pack and den activities to decide what’s working and what
isn’t. Determine which programs are most successful and
should stay the same—because no one wants to waste
time “reinventing the wheel.” But quite often, new ideas can
create new excitement for your group. (Brave)
F is for Fun. Every event should have a component of fun
built in! Make sure your entire group finds fun in all that
they do. This will go a long way toward building the desire
to be involved, and it also prevents burnout. Looking back,
people won’t remember tiny details but they will recall how
much fun they had. (Friendly)
G is for Gentle. Start new parents out gently in the
Scouting program. Let them become comfortable in their
roles. Helping your leaders and parents to be successful will
aid in recruiting future leadership. Parents who come away
feeling good about participating in a family event may be
more likely to help with future pack activities. (Loyal)

H is for one Hour. Today’s fast-paced world creates an
environment where people worry about their time and
family commitments. By using the committee approach
executing pack activities, you can limit general meetings to
one hour or less. This honors the time commitment of
leaders, as you discussed with them when they were
recruited. (Trustworthy)
I is for Inviting. All people appreciate being asked to do a
task instead of you assuming that they will help. Take the
time to extend a personal invitation, and you will be more
successful in your leader recruiting efforts. Also, it’s easier to
recruit people when they already know someone who is
active in the group. Creating that personal relationship
will help them get over the jitters of being a first-time
participant. (Brave)
J is for Joining. It is vital to the health of your unit to make
sure that everyone—Scouts, parents, leaders, etc.—feel
they are a part of the entire group. No cliques! (Kind)
K is for Kudos. Recognizing the efforts of others with
awards or even a simple “thank you” is an important
aspect of working with a group. Always let people know
that you appreciate their help, whether they have chaired a
blue and gold banquet or just greeted folks at the pack
meeting. Think of this old adage: There are three types of
people who like recognition—men, women, and children.
(Friendly, Courteous, Kind)
L is for Leading. Demonstrate good leadership by looking
into your pack’s future. Has the pack made a long-range
plan? If so, are steps in place to turn the plan into reality?
Part of getting your parents and families excited is to share
the vision of the unit and give them something to reach for.
Remember to stay focused on a leadership succession plan.
Who will take your place when you move on? Is that person
trained and ready to take over? (Brave)
M is for Merchandising. Wrap the gift of Scouting, and let
your community know what that gift contains. Share the
values and outcome of Scouting. Demonstrate the fun your
pack members are having, and what your unit does to
increase participatory citizenship, education, and service to
others. Your parents will want to be a part of such a
successful youth program! (Cheerful)
N is for Novice. ALWAYS make an effort to reach out to
new parents and new Scouts. They may need your help
but, many times, they are afraid to ask questions. You can
provide them with information about the program, the
unit leaders, activities, and more. (Helpful)
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O is for Optimally Organized. Whether your group is large
or small, make sure your events are highly organized and
orderly. Make sure event volunteers are in place and details
are addressed. Good advance communication will prevent
the disappointment of hearing that some parents and
Scouts missed an event because they didn’t have the
information they needed or received it too late. (Helpful)

U is for Undivided. The Scouting program is designed to
bridge the diversity gap of any community by recognizing
and respecting our differences, and not allowing those
differences to become an issue. Work together with the
members of your pack and your community to make sure
all activities include all people, and stay respectful of
cultural differences. (Courteous, Kind)

P is for Priority. The Cub Scouting program has many
levels, from den meetings to pack and family outings. Make
sure that the priority of meetings and events is established
and recognized. If you know who the activities are
intended for, you can better guide each event to a
successful outcome. Remember that Cub Scouting is for
the entire family. (Obedient)

V is for Visibility. Don’t let Scouting be the best kept
secret in your community. Do all you can to be visible to
the world. Be visible through uniforming, booths, fliers, etc.
at school open houses, school registration, and community
activities. The Family Talent Survey Sheet may help you find
a parent who can assist with media coverage and social
media communication for the pack. (Helpful)

Q is for Qualifications. Every person has something to
offer. They are qualified to help in some way. Remember
to ask not only for your volunteers’ time but also for their
talents. The parent talent survey sheet is a great resource
to find out each person’s skills. (Thrifty)

W is for Wanted. No one wants to feel they are imposing
on an event. Do all you can to provide a warm, welcoming
atmosphere. Let your families know that you want them to
come and participate. Create a pack welcoming committee
to greet newcomers at pack meetings and family activities,
and strive to make sure they feel comfortable. (Friendly)

R is for Retention. Retaining quality leadership is essential
for a unit to stay strong and healthy. Boys join because they
are expecting a terrific experience, but without solid adult
leadership the unit may not be able to deliver the promise
of Scouting. (Loyal)
S is for Success. It is said that many hands make light work.
By involving parents in planning, preparing, and executing
meetings and activities, you will guarantee the success of
the pack and delivery of the promise of Scouting. (Cheerful)
T is for Training. Try not to give a job or project to a
volunteer when they don’t have the right preparation.
No one enjoys failing, and with proper training you can
help everyone to do their job well. The training should
communicate clearly what is expected of them, and it
should give them the resources and knowledge they need
to do the job. Online training in Cub Scouting has made
this an easy challenge to address. (Courteous)
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X is for X-cellence. A component of excellence in
building a strong unit and parent group is to keep all
things balanced. For a pack to remain strong and healthy,
parents need to be involved and active. Always be planning for the future excellence of your unit. (Thrifty)
Y is for Year. Holding the annual pack planning conference
will help keep everyone on track for the entire year.
Take into consideration school, religious, and community
activities. Balance your activities throughout the year
so you won’t see burn out in your parents, leaders, or
yourself. (Helpful)
Z is for Zoom In. Each pack has many details to attend to. If
you take some time to develop a strong parent group, you
will see your pack grow and continue as a strong, healthy
unit for many years to come! (Loyal, Friendly, Courteous)

